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Dear readers,
April was an exciting month for us at AustriaTech: with five citizen dialogues in different
Austrian cities, AustriaTech took part in a globally organized series of discussion events on
automated mobility. First results are already available for Austria.
The following awaits you in June: AustriaTech will be present at the ITS European Congress
in Eindhoven and our experts will host sessions on various mobility issues.
Enjoy reading, your AustriaTech Editorial-Team

Save the date: ITS European Congress 2019
The ITS European Congress in Eindhoven on the 3-6
June 2019 is dedicated to smart mobility and
digitalisation of transport. You are interested in the
future of mobility? Then you should swing by the
Congress and listen to the sessions by our experts.
>>> more
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Your Checklist for E-Mobility
E-mobility makes an important contribution to the
climate goals, thus the switch to electric cars should
be as easy as possible for private individuals. The aim
of the "e-Mobility Check" project is to develop a
decision basis for the construction of e-mobility
charging infrastructure in existing housing facilities.
>>> more
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First results of the citizens' dialogue

The Austrian dialogues on 6.4.2019 marked the start
of the global citizen dialogue series on automated
mobility. First results from the five participating cities
can already be read. >>> more

To enable seamless travel chains
The project "LinkingDanube" deals with the concept of
the "Linking of Services": an Europe-wide, easy
access to travel information for customers and an
efficient traffic management in public space. How can
this work? >>> more
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Tip
Updates on developments in electromobility in Austria can be found in the new edition of
facts and figures.
Visit the ITS World Congress in Singapore from 20 to 26 October 2019 with the
Wirtschaftsmission of the WKÖ.
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